Beloved Family of the Christ, I come to you this Day, as a prelude for what is to come into your life in
the very near future. And I wish to help you, each one individually and those of you who are moving
into a Group Formation known as a New Living Organism. I wish to offer this Group a Message that
will Pave the Way with New Hope, that will allow you to open your eyes at the end of this invisible Path
to that which will become a visible one. And where you can only imagine what your Sponsors look like,
what those in the Hierarchy and who are all part of this Incredible Life Journey of Human Evolution
actually appear while wearing Their Garments of Shaddai that Lord Melchizedek has shared with you.
We have all told you We are Real, We all have physical features that you can relate to and no longer will
you hamper your Journey by this old perception, that We are but imaginary figures that remain elusive
to mankind, if you follow these instructions.
And what better time to do this than the lead up to the Full Moon of this year’s Wesak Festival when
We the Masters and God Intelligences from all over Our Father’s Creation, Who come together upon
the physical planes of the Earth! This IS the most auspicious time upon the Earth for Shamballa, the
Hierarchy and Humanity in any given year. A time that amplifies and magnifies the Light, Love and
Wisdom of Mother-Father God through the Buddha, which is stepped down in intensity for human
beings to use in their endeavours to raise their own individualized consciousness into the Christ
Consciousness. These Higher Vibrational Frequencies coming to you this Wesak Celebration are of the
First Ray of Will and Purpose that will provide you with a Greater Level of focus in all your endeavours
and projects creating within each of you who will open to these potentials, an greater desire for Harmony,
Peace, Joy, Beauty, Justice, and Perfection within a Unified Group Awareness. And this then will be
amplified and magnified even more, when standing and ‘Moving Forward’ together within these New
Living Group Organisms.
It is no mistake that within the Teachings and New Formulas of Approach, that you began working on
together with Beloved Master Djwhal Khul, have now progressed to opening this Work to a more
expanded nature of the First, Second and Seventh Rays with other Divine and Christed Beings of these
Rays and more. As you will discover soon within these Teachings, the New Living Group Organisms
will no longer be confined in expressing your own personal Rays, but as a Group Living Organism, where
all the Rays begin to merge together as One Unified Expression or the Qualities and Virtues of the 49
aspects of the Seven Rays.
So where you are presently working with the Rule 1 Study Classes, or the 2.14 Rules Study Classes as
you have called the balance of the 13 Rules For Group Initiation, or indeed the further development of
this Divine Plan, please Know you are all Working here toward a Single Goal; that of the Creation of
the New Radiation Pyramidal Light Temples and Human Christ Councils, who will provide the Mantles
of Love and Light, The Electromagnetic Impulses that will allow Us to come and Stand before you in
Our Physical Light Bodies, where any human beings within their physical sight and hearing will be able
to finally see Us for REAL; to Communicate Directly with us without the old forms of broken and
sometimes imaginary communications of the past! And this is what I want to speak with you of today!

Nothing will ever create another ounce of doubt, for even the most sceptical, when the physical human
eye shall be Lifted to the Illumination of these Levels of Truth! And it shall be the Energies of the
Buddhic Planes of Existence that will assist greatly in allowing this to happen. It shall be within these
Planes of Existence that the Soul will then become the Centre where the Intuitive Facilities of the
Communications between Masters and Disciples shall irrevocably, undeniably and conclusively, align to
the Realms of Group Ashramic Consciousness and Accurate Interactive Telepathic Communication
which will unfold. So even if one is not within the Divine Forcefields of these Radiation Communities,
it will not matter where one is upon the Earth, Full Mental facilitation will be effective both receiving
and transmitting Messages and Communication through the Sciences of Impression.
As Our Dear Sister Sue has shared with you;

“This New Moon on the 4th of May, is assisting, informing and underpinning the later Wesak Full
Moon when the potency of the Light of the Buddha, will be magnetized and projected out to His Brother
the Christ, who then ‘steps down’ this Intense Light and Irradiates it out for the benefit of all of
Humanity.”
This is why ‘I AM’ coming to join with you today and I will be even closer with you over the coming
month.
And it is with this acknowledgement that I shall continue.
Something happened just recently within the EGA, regarding your ‘Synthesis Magazine’ that has also
been brought to My attention. There is a need to share clarity about this situation that seems to be a
very grey area when it comes to the use of imaginary visions of the Masters. I hope My explanation on
this matter will help you to understand more deeply where the errors are made and how they can be
corrected by the Disciples and Group Initiates of the New Golden Age in the future.
As only a few reading this will know that the cover of the May Issue of ‘Synthesis’ was always intended
to have had My Image used to introduce this Month’s Christ Councils Work. This was Intentional on
Our Part for the reasons I will go into shortly.
“But yet again human free will prevented the potentials from outpouring this Divine Love In Action and
the human laws pertaining to the use of God’s Work held true to preventing this from taking place. So
regardless of this minor setback, you, who are the ‘Golden Forcefields’ of this Divine Plan can override
the loss of Resonances through this lack of awareness on the part of the proclaimed owners of the Work
and bring it back to its Intended Design, by understanding what I am going to tell you.
You have been told about the use of graven images! The definition of ‘graven image’ is ‘a carved idol or
representation of a god used as an object of worship’.
God says; ‘Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image or any likeness of anything that is in heaven
above.’ Meaning that first when one does this they instantly alter, change or misalign the meaning or
definition of Its Original Source Design and/or its Resonant Vibrational Frequency of that Conscious
Reality. And second by creating such images no matter what form they take, allows one to give their
own internal power and energy to them, which is not, nor has ever been, the Desire for humanity to do!

There is far more for humanity to learn about their false gods and their projections upon things they
really know little about, and in so doing diminish their own Divine Essence. But Dear Ones in this New
Golden Age, so much will come to Light, so very much!
And the first thing is that which belongs to God Belongs to All of God’s Creations, free of charge,
including all of humanity. There can be no claim of ownership or use between one human being to
another no matter whether it is thought up by him or her, envisioned or created, for All Emanates from
the God ‘I AM! God said this through Joseph Benner; but Joseph never claimed it as his own for his
own benefit by being paid for the use of it or to ever receive some sort of remuneration for its use! His
‘I AM’ said;

“These are My Words and it is My Desire to have them included here, yet it is your choice to do so or
not. I Created the Word for I Am The Word. It is only the human personality that claims ownership
and the right to use them for their own selfish gain and vain acknowledgment. My Words are free for
all to use regardless of their perceived origin or whose mouth from which they come forth, for I Am the
Origin of All Creations, All Thoughts, All Languages, All Words and All Manifestations. Man has
always claimed My Creations as his personal domain, but this is a false proclamation and one that holds
no value, no substance and no Truth in My Impersonal Life.”
This is a Cosmic Law Beloved Ones! Until humanity Understands and Honours this Law and many
others, including the Law of Resonances, they shall diminish the potentials of humanity to rise in
consciousness any further than they are at this time. There is so much to learn about this simple but
potent Law, and this must be learned and MUST be placed in Love In Action on a daily basis. No-one
has the right to withhold another person back from taking another step toward their Ascension by the
prevention of the use of words, music, art, ideas, or any other human creation. They ARE NOT human
creations; These Belong to The Father of Light and the Mother of Love! This misaligned belief system
and miscreation is the greatest error mankind has made within its evolutionary path to date! All world
malevolence and imbalance is founded upon this belief, all death, all wars, all disagreements, all borders,
all sickness, all unhappiness!
The use of worship of false gods comes from this lack of understanding and awareness. As I told you,
We are Real, We have Bodies that are physical, but We also have the potential to change those bodies
within our Light Bodies as you will also when the time comes for the use of Our/Your Work! We ARE
NOT gravened images We were not carved out of some human imagination to become idols. And so I
come today to tell you that the use of Our Images is not for worship at all, not to be seen as gods or
goddesses. We, like you, have been given form by Our Divine Father and Beloved Mother for the use of
Raising the Consciousness of Mankind; Humanity Everywhere! Do you See?
It is not what a name is, or an image is, it is what Is Within That Name or Image that Speaks the Truth!
Not the belief that any human gives to these things, but what The Prime Creator Has Given it forth to
Accomplish. So it is not the Name or the Image it is the release of the personality to interpret what they
mean, but the Impersonalized Expressions of the God within Who Knows Who and what they represent!
IT IS the Unification of the One ‘I AM’ Presence that is in All that Shines the Sacred White Fire Light
of the ‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’ that is Seen, Heard and Understood of All Levels of Existence and
Consciousness.

Now what ‘I AM’ going to share I shared with the I AM Activity Body of St Germain’s Classes on May
10th, 1956 Discourse 12 - Volume 17. The same message then, applies to you’re here in these Classes
and Study Groups. I would ask that you become very mindful of what I have shared with you above, for
while the false worship of The Masters being outside of yourself will only repeat old lessons and will
continue to prevent us from coming closer to you and eventually standing physically before you, as you
would see any other physical manifestation before you. Open Your Hearts to Us now and Know that I
Stand beside each one of you as you are reading this Discourse. Know Dear Hearts that We Love You,
more than you could ever know from your present perspectives.

“Please listen carefully Beloved Ones of My Heart, the Realization that when you hold the Picture of
Myself, and you send the feeling of your love to Me or to that Picture, as you hold to that, the time will
come when It becomes physically manifest in the atmosphere about you. Now that is not just your own
thought form. It is at first; but when you have held the Picture of any Ascended Master in your mind,
and then your feeling pours your love and your desire for the Presence of that Ascended One with you,
when you have built that to a certain point and you have purified the outer self, the Cosmic Law is such
that the Door must be opened for Us to come to you in the Visible, Tangible Body.
“At first, We come always in the Luminous Presence; and as you become adjusted to Its Vibratory Action
and the intensity of Its Power, you raise gradually and hold that Vibratory Action to some degree within
the outer self. As that is continued and It charges into the atmosphere about you, when you have drawn
a certain intensity of that Light into the atmosphere about you by your love to that Ascended Being, then
We lower Our Vibratory Action and project, first of all, the Luminous Presence, which is an extension
of Our own Heart’s Flame.
“And that comes into your outer atmosphere to radiate Our Power to you, to bring the Light Substance
from Our Octave into your atmosphere, and to intensify the Action of the Sacred Fire in and around
you. As that is continued and you maintain the Harmony and the Purity, the next step is Our Visible,
Tangible Ascended Master Presence with you in the Ascended Master Body.
“Now let Me make something clear. We do not come just to gratify your desire. Your desire is the
open door through which your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence pours forth Its Expanding Action of the Sacred
Fire, and so there has to be the Fulfilment of the Great Cosmic Law’s Demand upon Life before We can
come visible and tangible to you all.
“When We come, We come to charge you with more of the Power and Victory of the Sacred Fire;
therefore, you will be enfolded in more of that Sacred Fire from Our Octave. At the same time, your
own Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence will expand more of Its Sacred Fire through you to bring you permanent
Illumination, Inner and outer.
“When I say Inner and outer, I mean not only your mental and feeling world, but the actual flesh structure
of your bodies and the atmosphere about you. These things have to be accomplished gradually, because
in your present vibratory action of the outer world, you could not stand the sudden charge of all the
Power of the Sacred Fire that is around Our Ascended Master Bodies.
“Do you understand what has been the Accumulation, as well as the Expansion, of the greater Cosmic
Action of the Sacred Fire that I have drawn since My Ascension? Do you understand that that is a

Powerhouse, a Blazing Sun of the greater Sacred Fire around My Ascended Master Body? So when I
come either to an individual, a locality, or mankind en masse, it is that I may anchor this Greater Action
of the Sacred Fire into the outer conditions of this world to more quickly purify and raise them into
Greater Perfection.
“Therefore, when you desire to see an Ascended Master, try to realize that if you do, which you will at a
certain point, it is to anchor in and around you Greater Power for Greater Victorious Accomplishment.
Therefore you will have to learn to manage that Greater Energy and control It and direct It into the
channels that fulfil the Great Divine Plan, because I assure you, there is no such thing in this Universe as
mankind’s misuse of the Sacred Fire. They may misuse physical fire or physical electronic force, so-called
physical, through the Powers of Nature or the Forces of the Elements; but just as sure as the Universe
exists, they can never misuse the Sacred Fire. That is Sacred for Eternity against mankind’s desecration.
“So when you begin to charge It in and around yourself and your affairs, the human is going to have to
disappear. This is the Power of Mastery, and the Sacred Fire is the Controlling Force and Directing
Intelligence of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence by which all energy is controlled everywhere in outer
manifestation. Therefore, when you begin to use your Decree, the Flaming Christ, be prepared to
recognize the world around you, ‘I AM’ meaning your individual world, filled with the Violet
Consuming Flame, which is the Sacred Fire. And when that is established permanently around the
physical body as a Sun Presence, you will find that Violet Flame Sun will control all conditions around
you wherever you move. It will control all the Powers of Nature and all the Forces of the Elements.
“So as you think deeply upon this and come into Its Greater Use, you will begin to realize that through
It your Freedom is attained. And what is your Freedom? Freedom from all that is not the Great Cosmic
Control by the Sacred Fire of all manifestation wherever you move in the Universe. That Sacred Fire is
only released in and around you as you love It enough. The intellectual concepts of It will give you the
Picture, but it is your love to that Sacred Fire that is the Power of the Great Central Sun Magnet in you
that draws that Sacred Fire into outer conditions to be the Master Presence controlling them.
“I had to use this Sacred Fire in the Retreats of the world previous to My Ministry, and I had to love It
enough to concentrate Its Flame in and around Me in order to perform the Miracles which I produced.
And in order to go through the experience, which was mine, I had to have a Momentum of that Sacred
Fire drawn in and around my physical flesh form; and it took many years to accumulate that to the point
where It made Me Master over every situation that I contacted.
“The Cosmic Law is the same for you. As you continue to build the Momentum of the Sacred Fire in
and around your physical body will you find conditions in the physical world being controlled by the
Radiation of that Sacred Fire around you. And as you intensify and expand that, you will find that
Sacred Fire controlling conditions by the Power of the Great Great Silence. If that Sacred Fire is drawn
around you intensely enough, you would scarcely have to speak a Command to the outer conditions; for
the very Presence of the Love in that Sacred Fire would harmonize and purify all you contacted until It
would automatically cooperate with you in the Fulfilment of the Divine Plan to produce whatever you
desire.
“Now this has a very powerful effect upon your channels of supply. And if people understood that when
they call for supply, the Cosmic Law is going to demand balance, regardless of all human desire, they

would understand that they cannot waste that which the Sacred Fire provides without experiencing
difficulty and distress. People are in conditions of discord and limitation because they have produced
conditions of discord and limitation in the past. But once you enter into the Knowledge of the Sacred
Fire of this Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence, then your Law of Forgiveness acts, as you use the Violet Consuming
Flame to consume the cause that has produced your present limitations or problems.
“And in the Great Mercy of the Love that has provided that Violet Consuming Flame abides the Power
by which you may go forward; and cleansing your world of that which is of human shadows, you may
become the Sun of the Sacred Fire whose Violet Flame’s Forgiving Love not only sets you Free, but
wherever you abide, It will set all Life Free also. And It gives all Life a new chance to turn back to the
Divine Way of Life, and once again live as the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence and the Ascended Host originally
designed.
“The Original Way of Life was Purity and Balance. And those who will love the Sacred Fire enough to
draw Its Momentum in and around themselves will return to the Divine Way to live Life, and what you
call supernatural powers will begin to act through that Sacred Fire. Instead of being supernatural, They
are the Natural Activities and the Natural Power of the Sacred Fire. You had Their use centuries gone.
Mankind has used these Powers in every Golden Age; and since you are entering into that which is the
Permanent Golden Age to the Earth, then you must again come into the use of these Powers of the Sacred
Fire by which all manifestation is controlled harmoniously.
“So Blessed Ones, if distress seems great in your beings or worlds, take time, if only for one whole minute,
to send your love back to your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence; and demand with every fibre of your being
everything in your being and world become the Sacred Fire of the Flaming Christ, the Mighty ‘I AM’
Presence, They are one, or any Ascended Master, into the conditions about you; until those conditions
yield to you the Perfection and the Harmony that sustains the Divine Plan’s Fulfilment.
“Now I have many reasons for bringing this to your attention tonight. The more you can understand
what I say tonight, the more you can use this in and around yourselves. The more you build Its
Momentum, the more certain will be your Ascension; and if you do It enough, your Ascension will be
without the passing through the change called death. It will depend entirely upon you how much of this
Momentum you draw around yourselves, how much you recognize It and dwell within It, how much you
send It forth to the rest of Life to free Life from so-called death. And if you draw It, if you live within
It, if you send It forth for the Freedom of Life, Life will automatically free you.
“So Blessed Ones, in understanding this you will realize that when I said, “Be ye Perfect, as your Father
in Heaven is Perfect”, when I said, “Now are ye the Sons of God, by this acceptance and use and direction
and expansion of this Sacred Fire will you be able to do all that I did, and greater things”. And I will yet
stand beside you until that is manifested in the Fulfilment of My Command to Life.
“I will not keep you long; but this, My Dear Ones, is the Power of the Sacred Fire that raises all into the
Ascension. It is the Power that changes manifestation into greater Perfection. It is the Power of Control
of all the Forces of the Elements, and It is the Way and Means of producing Perfection. So as you go
forth just using It, will you learn more about It by your use of It. Then when you begin to feel the Surge
of Its Cosmic Force gathering within you, all of a sudden that bursts; and you become aware of that
which it is your Divine Right to use, and which reveals forever greater and greater Perfection, greater

Mastery and greater Power to accomplish anything to which you turn your attention, so long as it be
constructive.
“So Blessed Ones, in this which I want you to have tonight, with every fibre of My Being I want you to
understand this. I want you to use It! I want you to live within the World of Its Perfection and Its Love.
And then you will help Me to raise the rest of Life into the Perfection of the Sacred Fire and fulfil My
Promise to raise all mankind into the Freedom and the Perfection of My Love which the Sacred Fire
brings to Earth.
“So I enfold you tonight in Its Blazing Presence. As you hold your attention upon It, you shall feel the
Power of My Love; and as you use It to control conditions around you, you too become the Magnet that
draws mankind up and into Our World of Perfection. And then as you pour forth this Sacred Fire and
It becomes Eternal to this world, will you bring Heaven on Earth; and mankind will have entered into
the Ascended Masters’ Octave that is their Destiny, their Home, and their Eternal Freedom.
“Nowhere does Freedom abide except within the Sacred Fire! And as you make your world Its Glorifying
Presence will you find you are Free, and that which has seemed your struggle of the past will have been a
cloud that passes by. And you, the Self-luminous Being of the Sacred Fire wherever you abide, are Master
of all you contact anywhere in the Universe. And it is worth everything in the way of effort that you
make to reach that which is the Master Presence and the Controlling Power of the Sacred Fire throughout
all Eternity.
“Thank you with My Love for your presence here tonight. Thank you for your recognition of the
Ascension thus far; and now as you hold to It, more and more will Our Help come to you to make Its
Reality manifest in this world, until all mankind have entered into Its Freedom for Eternity.
“Thank you with all My Heart.”
And So Precious Ones, by all means take our images that Resonate most of all to you, if that is going to
help you! But please do not place them upon any altar or on a wall of any gathering that shall depict or
create any impressions that We are outside of you! By all means place us within your Home as you would
a Loving Family Member, and We shall feel the difference of your Love toward us, a difference that will
Open a New Door to Greater Awareness and Consciousness that will raise your Vibrational Frequencies,
that will allow us to come closer to you! Speak to us, speak to your ‘I AM’ Presence as if we are your
best friends, speak to us in your everyday language for all is understood by Us and your ‘I Am’ Presence.
Look at Us with different Eyes Dear Ones and your Will Hear with different Ears!
I close this Discourse by inviting you to spend the coming month in particular, this New Moon month
of the Wesak Celebrations and spend as much time as you can in communication with your ‘I AM’
Presence and Us! Look to be of as much Service as possible for in the Services to humanity, the
Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, you widened your Antahkarana more than any other physical
technique that you could imagine.
You will build up a strong awareness of Divine Consciousness Universally present. Its Universality and
scope of creativity will be ever more firmly entrenched in your minds by means of sincere praise. In the

Silence and Stillness, you will all reach out to DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS and invite It lovingly to
take possession of your mind and heart. Thus, little by little will you become Unified, and the Divine
Consciousness will, more and more, take possession of the world as was Its earliest intention.
BENEDICTION: Thou Infinite, All-pervading Presence, whose Active Intelligence governs all who look
unto Thee, fill each one who seeks the Light with Thy Mighty Inner Light. Hold each one closer and
closer in the Great ‘I AM’ Presence, that It fills the world of everyone with Thy Great, Great Perfection;
and that the consciousness of each individual desires only that Great, Great Presence and Perfection.
Happy Wesak Dear Hearts! And So It Is!

